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Abstract：Aiming at low convergence speed of simulated annealing algorithm and group degeneration in genetic algo— 

rithm，we present a genetic annealing algorithm that combines the above two ones and also prove its convergence．Simulation 

results illustrate that genetic annealing algorithm not only overcomes the low convergence speed in sim ulated annealing algorithm 

but also solves the group degeneration problem in genetic algorithm．This algorithm can be used to solve the problem with un— 

certain and variant objective function as well as general combined optimization problem． 
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遗传退火算法及收敛性分析 

李守智 李敏远 潘永湘 

(西安理工大学 自动化与信息工程学院·西安，710048) 

摘要：针对模拟退火算法收敛速度慢和遗传算法存在种群退化问题，将二者有机地结合在一起，提 出了遗传退 

火算法 ，证明了该算法的收敛性 ．仿真结果表明，遗传退火算法既克服了模拟退火算法收敛速度慢 ，又解决 了遗传 

算法中种群退化问题 ．该算法不仅适用于一般的组合优化问题 ，也适用于目标函数不确定和可变的情况． 

关键词：全局优化；遗传退火算法；收敛性 

1 Introduction 

Simulated annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm 

ale two general approximate algorithms to solve large— 

scale combined optimization problem ．Theoretically，it 

can be proved that sim ulated annealing algorithm con— 

verges to the global optimal solution with the probability 

Of l【 J
． }10、vever．it can be  seen丘Dm siInulatiOn resultS 

that its convergence speed is relatively low． 

Genetic algorithm[ ’5l sterns from the analogy of bio— 

logical evolution process． Using group optimization 

strategy，it consla'ucts a group out of a set of solutions in 

solution space and produces a new group out of another 

set of the solutions by selection．hybridization and muta— 

tion．In the group evolution process the solutions of the 

group ale continuously optimized ．Using Ellips selec— 

tion operator，the algorithm will fred its global optimal 

solution wi th the probability of 113]
． Sim ulation results 

show that although at the beginning genetic algorithm is 

able to fend a suboptimal solution quickly，along with 
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the progression of the algorithm ，the reducing difference 

among individuals in the group，causes group  degenera— 

tion and low searching efficiency，and it takes a long 

time to get the optimal solution．Mutation probability 

can be increased to avoid group  degeneration，but on the 

other hand the increase of mutation probability will ag— 

gravate the blindness of searching and also decrease the 

efficiency of the algorithm such that the results ale not 

satisfying even if some adaptive strategies are applied ． 

In some literature improved  methods of selecting oper— 

ator ale formulated to lower group  degeneration speed 

such as： 

a)Ordering selection； 

b)Boltzrnan toumam ent Selection【4。． 

The common objective of these methods is to reduce 

the selection probability of individuals wi th high degree 

of adaptability and to increase that of individuals with 

low degree of adaptability so as to maintain the diversity 

of the group． 
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Fql~ enllore some other methods ale used to solve 

group degeneration problem，which ale as follows： 

a)Substitute new individuals for those with low de— 

gree of adaptability in the group； 

b)Substitute new individual for either of two pollen 

suppliers； 

c)Substitute new individual for the most similar 

(mininluni Hamming distance)one in the group． 

Ref．[5]compares the strategies and pmves that the 

third one gets the best results．From simulatiOn results 

we can soe that although the algorithm can greatly slow 

the degeneration process of the group，it cannot funda- 

mentally avoid the group  degeneration．However，if we 

select two pollen suppliers in the group  to produce two 

new individuals through hybridization an d then  substitute 

them for the tw o po llen  suppliers，the sum of Hamming 

distance among all the individuals in the group during 

the evolution process is a co nstant an d the diversity of 

the group  can remain unchanged all along．Thus group 

degeneration can be radically avoided． 

On the basis of the above ideas，we present a novel 

idea known as genetic annealing algorithm ，which co m— 

bines genetic algorithm with simulated annealing algo— 

rithm ．In this paper genetic annealing algorithm and its 

convergence analysis ale first stated and then the validity 

of this algorithm is verified  through sim ulation exam— 

pies ． 

2 Genetic annealing algorithm and con- 

vergence analysis 

2．1 General description of the algorithm  

Genetic annealing algorithm presented in this paper 

needs binary codes of solution space，of which the pm— 

cess is similar to the general genetic algorithm ．Suppo se 

coding is finished，solution space S={0，1} ，objective 

functionf：{0，1} 一 R，({0，1} ，f)thus constituting 

an example of combined optimization problem ．The 0b— 

jective of this algorithm is to solve 

max{
．厂(s)I s∈ {0，1 ． 

In the algorithm group optimization strategy is ap— 

plied，that is，sequence(Sl，．s2，⋯，SN)composed ofN 

￡一bit binary strings constructs a group Z wim the size of 

N．In the sequence the nth string is also referred to as 

the nth individual in the group where four basic ope ra- 

tors ale included  as follows： 

a)Selection operator：Given positive stochastic vector 

P。=(Pl’P2，⋯，PN)，knOwn as selection probability 

Stochastically select an individual Si in the group Z = 

(Sl，S2，⋯，．s『v)and the selection pmb~ility is 

P(sf= )=Pn，凡=1，2，⋯，N． (2．1) 

Then select with no restoration another individual Si in 

the group Z=(．sl’．s2，⋯，SN)and the selection proba— 

bility is： 

f)_f 1 pi，l≤凡≤Ⅳ’n“ p( = I sf)={ 一 ’ “ ” ‘ 
LO

． n ： i． 

(2．2) 

b)Hybridization operator：Consider Si and S as 

pollen suppliers and then through Hybridization operator 

produce two new individuals gi and gi．Let 

si=(6 l6 2⋯ )，si=( l ⋯ )， 

gl：(6fi6 ‘bu．)，旬 =( ⋯ )． 

Stochastically select a hybridization control string sc 

= (Cl C2 ⋯ CL)in terms of unifOHIl distribution 

iIl the space{0，1} and let： 

6 = 
bil,c

If=

l=

。

O

，

, 

=  

bjl,Cl

If=

= 0

。

,

，

f_l，2，⋯ ，￡． 

(2．3) 

The implication of the above operation is that： if 

sortie bit of hybridization control string Sc is 1，the co t- 

responding bits in Si and S will exchange；if it is 0，the 

corresponding bits wi ll remain un changed ． 

c)Mutation operator：negate every bit of戤and毋ac— 

cording to mutation pmb~ility (O<Pm<1)and we 

have mi and， ． 

d)Replacement operator：substitute new individuals 

／hi an d for the present ones Si an d Si and the replace。 

ment probability is： 

r1， △，>0， 

iexp( ， ·4 
△，=Pi[ mi)一 s )]+ [ 吁)一 )]， 

(2．5) 

where pi an d pj are components of Pc．The pseudo pascal 

lan guage of genetic annealing algorithm can be described 

Algorithm 2．1 Select initial group  Z = Zo； 
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Determine selection probability vector P ； 

七：： 0： 

repeat 

De termine the control parameter tk； 

Selection operator； 

Hybridization operator； 

Mutation operator； 

Replacement operator； 

k：= k + 1： 

until terminating condition is satisfied； 

end 

2．2 Convergence analysis of the algorithm  

Ref．[1]proves the convergence theorem of the fol— 

lowing simulated annealing algorithm， that is， when 

production probability and control parameters satisfy cer- 

tain conditions，the sim ulated annealing algorithm that 

describes limited nonhomogeneous Markov chain con— 

verges to the global optimal solution cluster．Thus，
，

let 

group Z={Sl，S2，⋯， )∈ {0，1}LxN．Define func— 

tion F as 

F(z)：∑p『l厂(s )， (2．6) 

where definition of S and P，。are the same as Eq．(2．1)． 

F(Z)represents weighted mean of objective function 

value of N individuals in group Z．According to Zqs． 

(2．5)and(2．6)we have 

=pi[／(m )一 (s )]+Pj[f( )一 ( )]= 

F(Z )一F(Z)． (2．7) 

Substitute Eq．(2．7)into(2．4)and we have 

r1， F(Z )>F(z)， 

Azz,(tk) lexp( ) ≤眦)． 
(2．8) 

We construct{(0，1) L F}as an example of com． 

bined optimization problem ．If the collection of all the 

probable new groups Z produced  by the present group Z 

through selection，hybridization and mutation are de ed 

as N(Z)，neighborhood of N．we then define a corre。 

sponding neighborhood structure N in the set(0，1)LxN． 

Consider the group Z as a stochastic variable and 

we can estabilish a model for the genetic annealing 

Algorithm 2．1 with Markov chain． whose transition 

probability is： 

r Gz~Azz一(t )， Z ≠ Z， 

Pzz ( )={l一 ∑ Pzx(k)，z，：z， 
L xE(0

．

1)Lxo
, 
≠ z 

V z，z ∈ {0，1} ， (2．9) 

where A (t )is defined based on Eq．(2．8)，C de— 

notes probability of Z produced by Z，known as pro— 

duction probability．If the probability of the new indi— 

viduals that ale selected in all individuals in the neigh— 

bo rhood  of the group Z ale equal，the definition of Gzz— 

is as follows： 

G ：f ∈Ⅳ(z)'(2．1O) 一{lⅣ(z)l 厶√’ (2． 
tO， Z f≠N(z)． 

Compare the transition probability of simulated annealing 

algorithm(refer to Ref．[1])with that of genetic an— 

nealing algorithm (Eq．(2．9))and we can find that 

substantially genetic annealing algorithm is a special 

form  of sim ulated annealing algorithm ．According to the 

co nvergency theorem of sim ulated  annealing algorithm， 

the convergence of genetic annealing algorithm is&tla— 

lyzed as follows： 

Theorem 2．1 Consider({0，1} ，f)as an example 

of combined  optimization problem．And we suppose N is 

the neighborhood region in{0，1} defmed by Algorithm 

2．1 and define the correspo nding transition probability 

based on Eq．(2．9)．If control parameter sequence{t̂f 

m eets ： 

≥ 船 ，后：0'l，⋯， ≥氲丽 ’后 0，l，⋯， 
where k0 is a constant larger than 2． 

A= max {J F(Z )一F(z)I}， 
z∈10．1}“ 

一  

． 

{ 
∈

m {dzz
zE 10 ／u 10 

l l， 
．】f ∈ ．1f 

where dzz，is the mininlunl transforillation number wans— 

formed from Z to Z according to the neighbo rhood rela— 

tionship． 

U i ={Z∈ {0，1} I F(Z)≤ F(Z )， 

V Z ∈ N(z)}． 

Thus the Markov correspo nding to genetic annealing al— 

gorithm converges to vector q ，whose component is~ 

』南 ，z∈Uopt, 
lO， Z 《 U

。DI， 

where 
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= {z ∈ {0，1} Ⅳl，(z )≥，(z)， 

V z∈ {0，1} Ⅳ}． (2．11) 

Proof Prove the theorem in the following three 

steps： 

a)F'trst prove： 

V Z，Z ∈ {0，1} Ⅳ，j d∈Z ， 

j z0，z 一， ∈ {0，1} ， 

Zo = Z，zd= z ， 

such that 
。

z。．> 0， = 0，1，⋯ ，d 一 1． 

kt z be tl1e pI嘲 lt group，select S1 and S(．，≠1)as 
pollen suppliers and let hybridization string equal 0，then 

new individuals gl= S1，gj Sj are produced through 

hybridization operators．Maintain the same bits ofgl and 

S{by using mutation operator and negate the contrary 

bits to get tn1．Maintain every bit of gi unchanged and 

then ml=Si，mj-=S．Substitute ml，mifor sl，S and 
then we have the new group Z1= {Si，S2，⋯，SⅣ)． 

Consider Z1 as the pl group．Produce the new 

group Zz= {S{，S{，S3，⋯SN)，based on the similar 

method．By analogy we may have Z3Z4⋯ ，until zN = 

{Sf，S{，⋯， )= ． 

Let Zo Z，d=N，construct group series{z0，Zl， 
⋯

， }，and from Eqs．(2．1)，(2．2)we have： 

+， 1> p ‘ 。 
1

· 

k+l (1一P ) 一 ( )>0， 

尼 = 0，1，⋯ ，d 一 1， 

where．『≠ k + 1，pm is mutatioll probability，and 

H(后+1)is the Hamming distance between Sk+l and 

+1 

b) Then prove 

V z，z ∈ {0，1} ，Gzz，= ，z． 

Let Z=(Sl，S2，⋯，S|Iv)， =(Si，S{，⋯， )． 

Consider Z as the present group，select Si and S in Z as 

pollen suppliers and let hybridization control string S = 

C．New individuals gl and gi are produced through muta— 

tion operator and mi，mj．are obtained by negating some 

bits ofgi， (or maintain all unchanged)through muta— 

don operator．Suppose new group zI can be produced 

when subsdtuting mi，m for Si，s_． 

Now suppose Z to be the present group．Select S： 

and 5；as pollen suppliers( ，_『as above)．Still maintain 
hybridization control string Sc= C．Produce new indi． 

viduals gt and through hybridization operator．Based 

on mutation operator．according to tIle position of nega— 

tiring gi and毋，negative g：and of the corresponding 

bits and we may get m：=Si， =S．Substitute ， 

for S：， and then the group Z is produced．There_ 

fore we have 

，z≥ Gzz，， 

similarly 

z≤ Gzz，， 

so we have 

Gzz，= Gz，Z． 

c)Finally prove that：in the group Zopt∈ U叩t，there 

must exist the optimal individual oDf∈{0，1} ，that is 

S叩。)≥ s)，V s∈ {0，1} ． 

Using disproof：Suppose ZoDt=(S1，S2，⋯， )∈ 

【，0pt， optbased锄 Eq．(2．11)．Then 

厂( )≥厂(s)，V s∈{0，1} ， =1，2，⋯，Ⅳ． 

Suppose 

j ，了s ∈{0，1} ，厂( )< s )． 

Replace Sk of z with Sl to form group z and from 

the above equation we have 

F(Z0p。)一F(Z )=Pk )一厂(s，)]<0， 

so F(Z0D1)<F( )， 

and Zopt隹 U0pt． 

It call be seen that this contradicts Z叩t∈ U叩1．So 

assumption is false and We have 

)≥，(s)，V s∈ {0，1} ， =1，2，⋯，N． 

According to the convergence theorem of simulated 

annealing algorithm ，Theorem 2．1 is thus proved． 

3 Simulation example 

Problem Solve the maximum value of the function 

厂( l，X2，X3，X4)= 

( 2一 1)( 3一 2)( 4一 3)( l一 4) (3．1) 

in the interval[0，1] ． 

Choose this model as the example in this paper be— 

cause the above function has several nlaxirnuln solutions． 

First encode the solution space．Take 256 discrete spots 

uniformly in[0，1]and make them correspondent to 8． 

bit binary numbers 00一FF in proper order．Similarly，es— 

tablish coding mapping C：[0，1] 一 {0，1 t 32，and en． 

code solne discrete spots in definition撇 [0，1]as 32． 

bit binary string with every 8 bits correspondent to one 

variable，then llse genetic annealing algorithm to solve： 

m~tCl C (s)]I s∈{0，1 j j． 

According to the algorithm of[1]，enter superindi． 
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vidual m“in the group． max is not concerned、vit}l any 

operation of all sorts of operators and is only used to 

record the optimal individuals of the current generation 

and all previous generations．In the given algorithm the 

size of the group N = 50。mutation probability Pm =0． 

001 and control parameter = 0．5 × 0．95 are given． 

simulation results are shown in both Table l an d 

Fig．1． 

Table 1 Sim ulation results of genetic 

annealing algorithm 

0 30 60 90 l2O l5O 

(a) 

0 3O 6O 90 l2O l5O 

(b) 

Fig．1 Simulation results of genetic annealing algorithm 

In Fig．1(a)horizontal axis denotes generation k and 

vertical axis represents the objective function value the 

superindividual max corresponds to the kth generation of 

group．Table 1 is the numerical description of Fig．1 

(a)．In Fig．1(b)horizontal axis denotes generation k 

and vertical axis represents the mean Hamming distance 

between individuals of the kth gen eration of group ： 

= Jv(N一1)／2 

There is no clear boundary among gen erations because 

genetic annealing algorithm produces two new individu- 

als at a time to replace the tw o in the present group．For 

the convenience of comparison with other algorithms， 

every time increase k by N／2(producing N new indi- 

viduals)and we get the group known as the next genera． 

tion of group ．From the sim ulatiOn results it can be seen 

that hi -quality solution is achieved in 150 generations 

by this algorithm and the diffel~nce betw een group  indi— 

viduals Call be maintained effectively．Besides，one ira- 

portant characteristic of this algorithm is that under the 

condition of uncertain or variant objective function the 

algorithm is still able to ensnl-e high convergence speed 

and keep the difference betw een group individuals．For 

example，suppose the preceding 100 generations retain 

the objective function(3．1)unchanged．After 100 gen- 

erations the objective function changes into 

厂( l， 2， 3， 4)= }· ；· ；- ；． 

The above sim ulation parameters are still used and 

simulation results are shown  in Fig．2 as foflows． 

I 

量o 39 

0 40 8O l2O l6O 200 

Fig．2 Simulation results of variable objective function 

4 Conclusions 

The genetic annealing algorithm presented in this pa- 

per organically co mbines genetic algorithm wi th simulat- 

ed algorithm ．Sim ulation results illustrate that the algo- 

rithm preserves the characteristics of quick solution 

search in the genetic algorithm and at the same time 

solve its group  degeneration problem ．This algorithm is 

suitable for not only general combined  optimization 

problems but also the cases wim uncertain an d varian t 

objective functions． 
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